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DEEP FOCUS

A-Z of

Bollywood actors,
big companies,
luxury hotels, BPOs,
bankers, socialites,
husbands, wives and
lovers... all are
tightening belts to
battle the economic
squeeze, finds out
Sunday Times

CUTTING
COSTS

Neelam Raaj & Insiya Amir | TNN

A

ir travel... don’t bother to fasten those seat
belts. Flying has become too much of a
luxury even for the well-heeled. For the
rest, it’s good old Laloo rail. Before complaining
about those stinking toilets, remind yourself
you’re saving on astronomical airfares. Corporate honchos aren’t on this track just yet but
they’ve been forced to downgrade from the luxuries of business class to humble economy. Just
last month, a leading Indian bank asked its entire investment banking division to stop travelling business class. Babus, too, have to look for
the cheapest flight
deals after the Centre’s warning that
leave
travel
allowance (LTA) isn’t a ticket to splurge.

ar drop has become drop car as some I-T
companies in Hyderabad and Bangalore
introduce buses to ferry workers around.
Senior executives can’t hire luxury taxis and
have to make do with Indicas.

C

xpats are getting the heave-ho. In lean times,
most companies are baulking at the thought
of huge wage payouts. Jet Airways has already let go many foreign pilots. MNCs such as Procter & Gamble and Marriot have also decided to cut
down on expat assignments. “An expat costs three to
five times more than a local,” says a senior official of
an MNC.
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ood bills have shrunk as people share
appetizers and skip dessert. The good news is
that happy hours at bars have been extended.

uest entertainment is out and company guesthouses are in. Don’t even think of wining and
dining those clients and leaving the company
to pick up the tab. Kiss goodbye to five-star hotels as
companies set up guesthouses of their own.
otel freebies have got the axe. So be prepared
for no welcome drink, complimentary slippers, or mint on the pillow. Even the quality
of toiletries is going to suffer.

H

n-house entertainment budgets, which
ranged between Rs 50 lakh and Rs 5 crore,
have nose-dived, so family days and picnics
are out. Serious times are here, especially for fun officers as many I-T companies have either retrenched
or redeployed these interestingly titled members of
staff.
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unk the snacks. Chai-nashta is now just chai
as the free pizzas and sandwiches have disappeared at most BPOs. In a lighter vein, it’s
good not just for the pocket but for waistlines.

ids may have to wait. Worried about whether
they will be able to provide for their children,
some couples in the US have put off plans to
start a family. Economists consider baby booms or
busts a reliable indicator of a nation’s fortunes.

L

unch boxes are enjoying an unlikely renaissance as the cash crunch bites. In the good
times, packed lunches had become passe for
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executives,
who
found it easier to grab
a bite near the office.
But now, it’s tiffin time
again. Good news for the
dabbawalas!
arriages are considered
recessionproof in India but
many couples are altering
their route to the altar. Guest
lists have been pruned and
seven-course buffets are no
longer the order of the day.
Financial lows mean no high
spirits as mocktails replace
cocktails.

M

o wasting power.
Firms
have
announced curbs on airconditioning and lights. That
should make the green lobby
happy.

N

still, a walk in the park.

SIGNS OF
GLOBAL
COOLING
● Smaller tips
for hotel staff
● Fewer
beauty salon
visits
● Sex workers
report fewer
clients
● Hemlines go
down
● Restaurants
offer recession
menus

ff-site meetings are
out. Deutsche Bank
and Credit Suisse recently asked bankers to forgo meetings at swanky
hotels and gather warmly around the office instead.
That’s bargain bonding.

O

arty’s over. What can be a bigger sign of hard
times than parties being cancelled? Here,
New Year and Christmas bashes are going to
be low-key. And in Silicon Valley, even Internet giant
Google Inc, known for throwing the most extravagant holiday season parties complete with sushi buffets and burlesque dancers, has decided to scale
back celebrations.
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uantum cuts in perks and salaries. Get ready
to forgo your LTA and reimbursements for
petrol and cellphones.

omance and recession certainly don't
go hand in hand. Expensive dates are
out with lovebirds making do with a
movie at the neighbourhood multiplex or worse

abbaticals are the less-painful option
for companies that don’t want to retrench.
Infosys is one of the companies giving
employees this option. Those who’ve
been with it for at least two years can
take a sabbatical to work with an
NGO.
They'll
be
paid
50%
of
their
Infosys salary and the rest will come in from the
NGO.

S

American! Not a liberal, or an
ex-professor (that was kept
very quiet), or a Hawaiian, or
a half- ‘white’, or a lawyer, or
a community organiser — or
a man whose father was a
British colonial subject. (Not
a descendant of slaves, therefore. At the beginning that was
thought to be something that might go
against him.) That has
only come up in these
last few days, when it
was revealed that Obama’s grandfather was
not only a Kenyan, but
had been tortured by
the British in one of
their now notorious
prison camps.
Obviously, as an
Englishman — from
the other side of the excolonial fence, — that
does not make me feel
proud. I suppose i
should also be worried
that it will make the new president less friendly towards
Britain. In fact, i’m pleased.
(Not of course for Obama’s
poor granddad.) I always felt
that one of the great weaknesses of Bush and those closest to him was that they didn’t
know enough imperial history — Europe’s, or their own.
This was partly because they
couldn’t see its relevance to

them. “We don’t do empire,”
as Donald Rumsfeld once said,
on the eve of his invasion of
Iraq. America only ‘did’ good
wars. So, it was one of those
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good wars — specifically, the
liberation of Paris in 1944 —
that Rumsfeld took as a historical model for his army’s
march into Baghdad in 2003.
The GIs would be greeted by
girls handing out flowers and
throwing candies. It’s why
America did not plan much beyond that.
In the end this was just
about the worst precedent the
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oilet paper is doing the disappearing act
from many loos. The bottomline was obviously more important than bottoms for a
leading Indian pharmaceutical company, which decided to do away with toilet paper at its Mumbai office.

T

-turn on hiring is what companies are
doing. According to a new report by
global
staffing
company
Manpower,
India Inc's hiring plans in the first quarter of
2009 will be the lowest since 2005. A quarterly
poll of 3,597 Indian firms across seven sectors
showed that only 19% employers have recruitment
plans.

U

ideo conferencing has replaced travel in leading firms. Telephone usage is also down by
encouraging VoIP (voice over internet protocol) applications such as Skype.

V
W
X

eeks just got shorter. A host of companies
such as Force Motors, Bharat Forge and
ThyssenKrupp Industries have introduced
the five-day week to reduce costs.

erox machines are vanishing from offices
as firms like GM impose restrictions
on the number of colour photocopies and
printouts.
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es, boss! That’s what you have to say when
you're told to work longer hours and on weekends.
ero... the size of your bonus this year, that’s if
you still have the job.
sunday.times@timesgroup.com

Imperial lessons for Obama?
Stockholm: I was there in the
US on the day Barack Obama
was elected president. It felt as
if i was witnessing the Second
Coming. As i was landing at
Chicago O’Hare airport the
day after, there was — i swear
it — a holy glow over the South
Side. Later, i was told the Obamas were back there, to recuperate and plan. I’m sure i’ll
get over the euphoria, just as
all Americans. Everyone is expecting to be disappointed —
which means, that they won’t
be as disappointed as they
would have been if they
weren't expecting to be.
America, however, seemed
suddenly transformed — including the Republicans, even
after that mean McCain campaign. Everyone was celebrating the election of a ‘black’
president. “Remember,” said a
Fox News commentator, “it
happened under George W
Bush.” (The effrontery!) The
whole nation was taking credit for it, as something that
couldn’t happen, they claimed,
anywhere else in the world.
That, of course, was arrant
nonsense; but America needs
to believe that it is ‘exceptional’. For days afterwards, this
was the only side of the election that was commented on in
news programmes. We’ve done
it! We’ve elected an African-
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starts spending, companies starts investing.”
But how best to persuade the reluctant
consumer to spend? Keynes believed only the
government could make the right, believable
arguments. This is why governments in the US,
the UK and China are intervening in the
markets. Back home, the Manmohan Singh
government has already rolled out one
stimulus package and another is on its way.
But not everyone believes the stimulusNeelam Raaj | TNN
bailout route can rescue the free market. Many
economists are skeptical because budget
pending has become a dirty word. The
deficits balloon from enhanced government
planned trip to London has become the
spending programmes.
trip to Lonavala. Parsimonious Warren
But it is true that governments are walking
Buffet is now the ideal, not flashy Donald
a fine line. Do too little to boost growth and the
Trump. Thrift, which had a negative
recession deepens. Do too much and the cycle
connotation, has become a virtue.
of easy borrowing and spending that
But is fiscal prudence good
contributed to the credit crisis
for your country and, ultimately
could start all over again.
for you? Definitely not, if you
It is easy to understand the
belong to the John Maynard
comman man’s reluctance to
Keynes’ school of free market
spend. He can hardly be
theory. In the 1930s, Keynes
criticized for being too careful
introduced the concept of the
considering he reads bad
“paradox of thrift”. Put simply,
economic news stories every day
the concept means that if
and finds his portfolio worth
everyone decides to save,
thousands of rupees less than six
consumer spending will fall,
months ago.
causing total demand to slump,
The annual MasterCard
J M Keynes
along with total income, which
Worldwide Index of Consumer
will ultimately mean that
Purchasing Priorities recently
The more people revealed that 92% of Indian
people will have less to save.
This means everyone is
consumers say that saving is
save, the more
worse off and a recession can
important or very important to
they reduce
become self-reinforcing.
them.
effective
Industry understands the
But Mahesh Vyas, CEO of the
paradox of thrift. The key to
Centre for Monitoring Indian
demand, thus
ending a slowdown lies in the
Economy (CMIE), says it is
further slowing
hands of the consumer, says
important to look beyond the
the economy
Sunil Alagh, former MD of
gloom. “There have been no
Britannia Industries. Alagh, who
large-scale lay-offs in India and,
runs a consultancy, says this is particularly
hence, no loss of income. This is a knee-jerk
true in India, where domestic consumption
reaction to the anxiety that has gripped the
makes up 60% of GDP. “When the consumer
world.”

‘

ollywood’s shouting ‘cut, cut, cut.’ The
stars have cut fees and producers their
budgets. Actor Sanjay Dutt, who was
charging Rs 15 crore, is back to a more affordable
Rs 4-5 crore. Sanjay Dutt Productions CEO
Dharam Oberoi explained that the actor
thought it would be “unfair to hike his prices at
a time when the industry is struggling with recession”. John Abraham has reportedly cut his
fee by 60% for his next film and director Pooja
Bhatt has been asked by T-Series to trim the
budget of her new film Kajra Re.

ivorce? Nah, it’s not worth it if your spouse
doesn’t have any assets left to split. So discord
or not, most couples are opting to stick it out,
say marriage counsellors.

To SPEND
or NOT to
SPEND?

US could have gone to. Across
the Atlantic, British imperial
historians cried out that America should also take a look at
some others. Gladstone’s invasion of Egypt in 1882
seemed the closest. It’s nearly all there: a ‘failed state’, religion on both sides, mercenary motives, Gladstone denying imperialism, just like
Rumsfeld, but provoking a nationalist
uprising, with jihadis just over the
border, and so getting
enmired. But the Indian ‘Mutiny’ could
have taught Rumsfeld some lessons,
too: another case of
ignorant insensitivity to local cultures by
a ‘superior’, ‘liberating’ power, causing
mayhem, to put it
Neelabh mildly; as well, of
course, as Britain’s own illstarred earlier interventions
in both Iraq and Afghanistan.
Plus the Kenyan torture
camps. When those Abu
Ghraib prison revelations began leaking out in 2004, it
struck me how close they were
— even in some of the perverted sexual details — to what
we now know about Kenya in
the 1950s. Hopefully that last,

at any rate, is a lesson that
won’t be lost on Hussein
Onyango Obama’s grandson.
Americans were celebrating him because he was
‘black’. Before the election,
some had been deeply worried
about his unusually cosmopolitan background, and his
‘associations’. So far as i was
concerned, that was just another reason for celebrating
him. I was reassured by the
facts that he had such a mixed
parentage, had travelled widely, went to a Muslim school,
had visited Africa, ‘palled’ (as
Sarah Palin put it) with ‘terrorists’, counted a fiery black
pastor as his friend, lives on
the South Side; and so must be
less narrow-minded and ignorant, surely, than his predecessor. I know that Obama also
reads history books. We’re told
he has one on Abraham Lincoln on the go at present. One
hopes that he takes in the histories of other countries too.
Including that of the British
Empire. As a warning.
Bernard Porter is a historian,
and author of The Lion’s
Share: a Short History of
British Imperialism
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